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An adaptive reference/test paradigm:
Application to pulsed fluoroscopy perception

PING XUE, CECIL W. THOMAS, GROVER C, GILMORE, and DAVID L. WILSON
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

Wedeveloped an adaptive forced-choice method whereby reference and test presentations were al
ternated in order to minimizeeffects from variables such as subject attention level. In our demonstra
tion example of an X-rayfluoroscopy perception study, we measured detectability of low-contrast ob
jects in noisy image sequences and determined X-raydose levels for equivalent detectability of identical
contrasts for a new test acquisition method (fluoroscopy at 15 acq/sec) as compared with a reference
(conventional fluoroscopy at 30acq/sec). In preliminary experiments, we found a dose savings with the
test method. We derived parameter uncertainties for the adaptive procedure and demonstrated their
applicability with Monte Carlo simulations. Repeated experiments on a single subject demonstrated
reduced standard errors due to the reduction of day-to-day variations. It is believed that the method
can be applied in a variety of situations in which one needs to compare perception measurements.

Wehave developed a new experimental method that ad
dresses issues in human perception studies. First, a sub
ject's response can vary due to fatigue, a lapse in atten
tion, or possible physiological changes. Kahneman (1973)
discussed the importance of attention in perception ex
periments, indicating that attention may affect the sen
sory mechanism as well as the decision mechanism. Tay
lor (1967) observed variation in performance from one
day to the next, and others (Hall, 1981; Madigan & Wil
liams, 1987) reported variations within single experi
ments. This variation complicates comparison ofresults.
For example, in our experiments in medical X-ray fluoro
scopy, we compared new test acquisition methods with
an established reference technique. Some of the effects
that we wished to measure are comparable to day-to-day
variations, and our solution was to alternate reference
and test presentations over a time scale of seconds and
obtain responses under identical conditions. Second,
variability between subjects also presents a dilemma. For
an independent variable such as image contrast, many
trial-and-error presentations are required to arrive at dis
play conditions that match the floor and ceiling responses
ofall subjects. This problem is well known, and adaptive
techniques can solve the problem (Findlay, 1978; Hall,
1981; King-Smith, Grigsby, Vingrys, Benes, & Supowit,
1994; Pentland, 1980; Simpson, 1989; Taylor, 1967; Wat-
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son & Pelli, 1983). Third, one desires an objective ex
perimental method such as a forced-choice technique
(Blackwell, 1963; Elliott, 1964; Green & Swets, 1966;
Ohara, Doi, Metz, & Giger, 1989). In the present paper,
we address all of these issues and more using a new, inter
spersed reference/test, adaptive forced-choice method
with M alternatives.

The method is demonstrated using an application in
medical imaging perception. However, we believe that
the method is generally applicable, and potential addi
tional applications in image perception are described in
the Discussion section.

Fluoroscopy Perception Experiments
In fluoroscopy, it is desirable to minimize X-ray dose

to the patient while achieving an acceptable level of ob
ject detectability. Noise is due to statistical fluctuations
in the number of detected X-ray photons. Increasing the
X-ray dose reduces image noise and improves object de
tection at the expense of increasing X-ray exposure to pa
tients and staff. Reducing radiation dose makes the im
ages noisier and reduces detectability of objects in the
image. A change in dose is normally obtained by chang
ing the current to the X-ray tube, and this does not affect
image contrast.

We studied pulsed fluoroscopy at reduced image acqui
sition rates, an imaging technique that may reduce X-ray
dose to patients and staff, as reviewed elsewhere (Auf
richtig, Xue, Thomas, Gilmore, & Wilson, 1994). In pulsed
fluoroscopy, X-rays are delivered in short pulses of'radi
ation (typically 0.2-3.0 msec) that are in synchrony with
video image recording and display. Pulsed fluoroscopy
images may be recorded at 30 acq/sec (acquisitions per
second). Since conventional video requires 30 frames per
second, each acquisition frame becomes one video frame
in a 3D-frames/sec display. Werefer to this as "pulsed-Sf)."
Pulsed fluoroscopy images are also acquired at reduced
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speed-accuracy tradeoff function, as described in the
Discussion section.

Figure 1. The basic experimental paradigm for a reference/test
equivalent perception dose (EPD) experiment. Experimental
variables are dose (which determines the noise level), object con
trast, acquisition rate, and the desired probability correct. As in
dicated by the arrow, the contrast in the test presentation is linked
to that in the reference presentation.

Variables Reference Test

probability correct 80% 80%

acquisition rate 30 seq/sec 15 acq/sec

dose (noise) constant adapted

contrast adapted linked

Overview
In Figure I, we chart the experimental variables in our

experiment. Variable names (first column) include the
desired probability correct, the image acquisition rate,
the X-ray dose (which, as described later, is related to the
quantum noise level), and object contrast. In the case of
the reference condition (second column), the acquisition
rate is 30 acq/sec, and dose is fixed at a constant level that
mimics conventional fluoroscopy. Contrast is adapted to
achieve 80% probability of correct responses, and this
ensures that presentations are individualized to a subject's
floor and ceiling response and that optimal statistics are
obtained (see Results section). In the case of the test con
dition (third column), the acquisition rate is reduced (e.g.,
IS acq/sec). The contrast of test is set equal to that in ref
erence in order to mimic the physics offluoroscopy instru
mentation, as described previously. This linkage between
the reference and test conditions is indicated by the arrow
in the figure. In the case of test, the dose (noise) level is
adapted to get 80% correct. As a result of the linkage, the
adapted dose for test is the dose for equivalent detect
ability ofa contrast identical to that used in reference. At
the bottom ofthe figure, outputs are explicitly listed. The
final value ofthe dose is the EPD, the principal experimen
tal output. Other outputs are absolute detectabilities,
contrast, and subject response times.

In this report, details of the new method are described.
Because noisy image sequences are used, significant
technical challenges must be overcome. We derived pa
rameter uncertainties and evaluated them with Monte
Carlo simulations. The technique is demonstrated with
EPD experiments. Finally, we repeated experiments sev
eral times on a single subject in order to compare mea
sured, theoretical, and Monte Carlo variances.

EPD (dose of test)
absolute detectabilities
contrast
response times

Outputs

rates, typically IS acq/sec, or pulsed-IS. To conform to
the standard 30-frames/sec video display, each acquisition
is displayed twice. Pulsed-IO and pulsed-7.5 are other
possibilities.

Previously, we performed human perception experi
ments to determine proper X-ray dose levels for pulsed
fluoroscopy at reduced acquisition rates (Aufrichtig, Xue,
et aI., 1994). In computer-generated, continuously re
peated (cine) displays of low-contrast disks in the noisy
images, we varied the dose per acquisition of pulsed-IS
in order to find a level that gave disk detectability equiv
alent to pulsed-30. An operationally defined equivalent
perception dose (EPD) was obtained using three differ
ent experimental paradigms: paired comparison, minimum
contrast, and forced choice (Aufrichtig, Xue, et aI., 1994).
Using EPD values and the acquisition rate, we computed
dose savings over a time interval. X-ray dose savings de
pended upon disk size and acquisition rate, and the av
erage dose savings ofpulsed-IS was approximately 22%.
Data were well described by a human observer model
(Aufrichtig, Thomas, Xue, & Wilson, 1994) that included
the spatiotemporal response of the human visual system
measured by Kelly (1979,1984).

The fluoroscopy experiments are technically demand
ing because each presentation consists of a sequence of
100 frames, each containing a unique noise realization. In
earlier experiments, we emphasized paired-comparison
and minimum-contrast techniques because we were able
to include more disk sizes on a single display and save
experiment time as compared with the forced-choice tech
nique (Aufrichtig, Xue, et aI., 1994). Nevertheless, we
concluded in this paper and elsewhere (Wilson, Xue, &
Aufrichtig, I994b) that forced choice was desirable be
cause it avoided inter- and intraobserver differences in
the threshold criterion and measured a response at lower
contrasts. Similar observations were made years ago by
Blackwell (1963). Moreover, others using forced choice
exclusively reported smaller dose savings (Whiting, Eck
stein, & Eigler, 1994). New computers with enhanced
video capabilities and large, fast memories allow us to
more easily perform experiments on sequences of im
ages. For these reasons, we decided to revisit forced-choice
experiments.

Our ultimate goal is to minimize X-ray dose utiliza
tion in clinical practice by optimizing acquisition and fil
tering techniques. A decreased X-ray dose per second
leads to a dose savings, while using fluoroscopy for longer
durations increases X-ray dose. It is important to assess
both factors, and one attempt at the latter is response time
measurements. In experiments, we do not want to mea
sure how long a subject must take to detect a target; in
stead, we want to determine how long a subject will take
in a free response situation that more closely mimics clin
ical practice. Hence, in experiments, we measure the un
restricted, response-terminated time. This experiment is
suitable for our purposes. However, ifone is interested in
isolating and studying the properties ofa percept response
time that is free of decisional factors, one might want to
use a different paradigm such as a measurement of the
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Adaptive Forced-Choice Theory
The subject chooses the position of an object in one

of nine possible noisy squares (Figure 2); this is a
9-alternative, forced-choice (9-AFC) experiment. An au
tomated computer algorithm estimates a detectability pa
rameter u using maximum likelihood and adapts contrast
or dose so as to maintain an 80% probability of correct
responses. In Appendix A, we describe details of how to
obtain parameter estimates and uncertainties. The fol
lowing is a brief summary.

To quantify object detectability, we used a signal de
tection model that assumes a continuous decision variable
internal to the observer with Gaussian probability den
sity functions for the choices "object present" and "object
not present." These two overlapping Gaussian distributions
have means that are separated by a "distance," d', that is
a measure of detectability. In our studies, X-ray dose (D)
and the contrast between object and background (C) are
variables, giving

d' = uCYD, (1)

in Equation A2. This leads to the log likelihood function
given in Equation AS. When this nonlinear function is
maximized, we obtain the optimal, maximum-likelihood
estimate of u, the measure of detectability.

For the nonadaptive case, Burgess (1995) investigated
the variance of detectability estimates. In Appendix A,
we extend this analysis to adaptive experiments and de
termine a method to calculate the coefficient of variation
ofu, Gulu (Equation All). Similarly, we develop coeffi
cients of variation for other parameters ofinterest, namely
contrast, GclC (Equation A12) and dose, GDID (Equa
tion AI4). Since methods are linked to find an EPD for
test, GDID depends upon both reference and test presen
tation data.

METHOD

Computer programs for the reference/test adaptive method are
described in Appendix B. Below, we describe Monte Carlo methods
for testing the program and uncertainty calculations. This is fol
lowed by a description of human subject experimental methods.

where u, a variable name following the convention of
Ohara et al. (1989), is the detectability parameter to be
estimated. For fixed object contrast and dose, it becomes
easier to discriminate between object and no-object as u,
and hence d', increases. In our experiments, the value of
u depends upon independent variables such as object size
and pulsed acquisition rate.

Ohara et al. (1989) derived the probability ofdetection
for an M-AFC experiment, and their result is reproduced

Figure 2. In this 9-alternative-forced-choice phantom, a disk of
16 pixels in diameter is randomly placed at the center of one of
the squares. The noise in the image sequence obscures the disk,
and the subject correctly or incorrectly chooses the square con
taining the disk. Noise or contrast levels are adapted as described
in the text. For clarity, the disk contrast is set high in this figure.

Monte Carlo Simulations
To test the adaptive computer algorithms and to verify parameter

uncertainties, Monte Carlo simulations were performed. The
human subject was replaced with a computer "simulated subject"
that produced realizations ofthe random decision variables internal
to the observer. For each ofthe nine possible positions ofthe phan
tom, we assumed a Gaussian probability density function for the
decision variable. In the position containing the object, the mean of
the Gaussian was d'; the mean at the other eight positions was zero.
Recall that d' was a normalized distance in terms of standard devi
ations. Simulations mimicked human subject experiments. To per
form a trial, the adaptive forced-choice code randomly picked a po
sition for the object. The code simulating the subject then generated
eight random decision variable values for the positions without the
object and one for the position with the object. The highest value
was rightly, or wrongly, chosen as the position of the object. The
adaptive forced-choice code used this and previous measurements
to obtain parameter estimates and adjust contrast or dose values for
the next trial. This implementation correctly gives the psychometric
curve in Equation A2. Wesimulated adaptive-dose, adaptive-contrast,
or interspersed reference/test experiments. Typically, we ran 1,000
Monte Carlo repetitions ofan experiment consisting of 100 trials. Pa
rameter estimates were obtained as a function oftrial number. Means
and standard deviations over the 1,000 Monte Carlo repetitions were
computed as a function of trial number.

Display Workstation
We used a new display system designed for perception experi

ments consisting of software running on a conventional Power
Mac 7100 personal computer (Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino,
CA). A single image frame could be repeatedly displayed any inte
ger number of display frame times. Repeatedly looping cine dis
plays were made from image frames stored in RAM, and the quan
tity of RAM was the only limit on the number of new noisy image
frames. For example, in our experiments consisting of 100 frames
of384 X 384 pixels, 30 MB ofRAM were required (approximately
14.1 MB for the cine loop images, 10 MB for a large, precomputed
noise array, and 6 MB for the display program and system). The dis
play was carefully linearized using a SuperMatch Calibrator System
(SuperMac Technology, Sunnyvale, CAl, and the maximum screen
luminance was set at 18.9 ftL. In the current experiments, both ref
erence and test were displayed at an accurate rate of 66 frames/sec
using the vertical synch pulse on the PowerMac as a time standard.
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(2)

Figure 3. In a forced-choice experiment, the uncertainty of pa
rameter estimates depends upon the probability of a correct
choice. For the nonadaptive case (Equation All), the coefficient
of variation of u, uu1u is plotted as a function of the probability
correct, p, for K = 100. For M = 9, the curve has a relatively
broad valley, and the minimum (6.92%) occurs atp = .87. For
M = 4, the valley is narrowed and the minimum (8.89%) occurs
at p = .90. The adaptive operating point at p = .80 is near the
minimum for M = 9.

erence was an adaptive-contrast experiment characterized
by UR, whereas test was an adaptive-dose experiment char
acterized by U T' Simulation parameters were UR = 100
and uT = 81.65, giving EPD = 1.5. Mean estimated val
ues were plotted as a function oftrial number (Figure 4).
Final estimates were UR = (100.4 ± 7.46), ur = (82.1 ±
6.03), and EPD = (1.51 ± 0.32) Q/acq. All parameter es
timates were quite constant after 75 trials and were within
0.8% of true values, indicating no bias from the inter
spersed method. Interestingly, the average C, uR' and EPD
curves in the figure were all initially biased high, and
this was a tendency in many of the Monte Carlo simula
tions. This occurred despite using uniformly distributed
initial values. This probably arose from our clipping
method (Appendix B) and because U and C values were
always positive. There was no significant correlation of
initial values with final estimates, absolute error, or esti
mated variance.

We investigated parameter uncertainties in detail and
plotted various coefficients of variation as a function of
trial number (Figure 5). Curves were relatively smooth,
indicating that 1,000 Monte Carlo repetitions were prob
ably sufficient for most analyses. All curves trended
downward with increasing trial number, as expected for
an uncertainty measure. The dependence was roughly
and inversely proportional to the square root of total
number of trials, as predicted theoretically for the non
adaptive case (Equation AIO). Following the first 50 tri
als, the test and reference U curves (Figures 5a and 5b,
respectively) were very similar. Despite the linkage of
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where c, and zz., were the mean gray-scale value of the background
and disk, respectively. In an eight-bit display, the value of ,ub was
128 gray levels and,udvaried from 113 to 127 gray levels. We as
sumed a Poisson distribution ofX-ray quanta (Aufrichtig, Xue, et aI.,
1994). To mimic an X-ray system, dose was changed while main
taining the same mean gray level. To save time and disk space, we
precomputed noise values corresponding to a dose 1.0 Q/acq and
adjusted them for appropriate pixel gray level and dose. In the case
of background pixels, a dose 1.0 Q/acq corresponded to a standard
deviation of 29.2 gray levels. At a dose rQ/acq, background noise
variance was (29.2)2lr. Noise excursions were relatively large and
average values gave desired real-value contrasts.

Experiments
A description of a single experiment follows. First, 50 reference

«R» presentations with a nominal dose 1.0 Q/acq were given and
contrast was adapted to get 80% probability correct. Second, 50 test
«T» presentations with contrast from the reference display were
given and dose was adapted to get 80% probability correct. Third,
reference and test were alternated «R1T» while adapting the ref
erence contrast and the test dose, respectively. The final test dose
was equal to EPD.

The disk diameter was 16 pixels with 0.4 mm/pixel; the viewing
distance was I m; and the disk occupied 0.32° ofvisual angle. The
number of frames in a continuous loop was 100.

Subjects were instructed to take as long as needed, and the pre
sentation was terminated on a mouse-press response. Subjects were
urged to make the most accurate response possible, and they were
given positive feedback with a computer beep when the response
was correct. Except in preliminary experiments, subjects were aware
that the response time was recorded. Experiments were conducted
in a darkened room.

Phantom
The 9-AFC phantom was a 384 X 384 pixel image divided into

nine squares, each having 128 X 128 pixels (Figure 2). A low
contrast dark disk was placed randomly in one of the nine square
centers. The contrast of the disk, C, was

Simulations
Burgess (1995) reported that parameter uncertainty in

a forced-choice experiment depends upon the probability
of correct choice. We investigated this for the case of a
nonadaptive, or fixed, forced-choice experiment. In Fig
ure 3, we plot auK/uK as a function ofp for K = 100. (To
make this calculation, d~ was varied from 0 to 5, and p
and auK/uK were calculated from Equations A2, A8, and
All.) As compared with the M = 9 curve, the M = 4
curve was more narrow and displaced upward to a higher
variance. For these reasons, we used M = 9 in our adap
tive experiments (see Discussion section). For the case of
M = 9, the minimum of auK/uK was 6.92% at a proba
bility correct of 87%. We chose our adaptive operating
point at 80%, where the value of auK/uK was 7.06%.

We performed a Monte Carlo model-to-model simula
tion for an interspersed reference/test experiment. Ref-

Although reference actually mimicked 33 acq/sec and test mimicked
16.5 acq/sec, we refer to them as the X-ray standards of pulsed-30
and pulsed-IS, respectively.

RESULTS
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Figure 4. In a Monte Carlo, model-to-model test, we demonstrate the ability to esti
mate true parameter values. There are 1,000 repetitions ofa Monte Carlo simulation;
the panels show averages as a function of trial number: U R (a), U T (b), contrast (c), and
equivalent perception dose (EPD) (d). Final estimates (true values) are UR' 100.4
(100.0); up 82.12 (81.65); contrast, 0.0241 (0.02405); and EPD 1.51 (1.50) Q/acq.

the contrast variable, end values were almost identical.
As theoretically predicted (Equation AI2), the coeffi
cient of variation of C was similar to that for u. On the
other hand, the coefficient of variation for EPD was
greater, as predicted theoretically (Equation AI4).

From the Monte Carlo data, we made various standard
deviation calculations (Table I). Our "gold standard" was
final parameter uncertainties computed directly over the
1,000 Monte Carlo simulations at K = 100 (second col
umn, Monte Carlo). In the fourth and fifth columns (Sin
gle Repetition), parameter uncertainties were calculated
from single experiments of K trials using Equation A9.
Over the 1,000 repetitions, we obtained O'uRluR = (7.30 ±
0.22)% (single repetition), which agreed favorably with
the gold standard of7.43% (Monte Carlo). Other column
entries for single repetition also agreed favorably; for ex
ample, O'EPo/EPD = (20.62 ± 0.42)% (single repetition)
agreed favorably with 21. I2% (Monte Carlo). Interest
ingly, adaptive results were close to nonadaptive (fixed)
theoretical predictions. For example, we found that
O'urlur = 7.06% (fixed) agreed well with 7.34% (Monte
Carlo). Obviously, adaptation only slightly increased pa
rameter uncertainty. Because ofthe ease ofcomputation,
it was attractive to compute standard deviations from the
last several estimates, as done in columns 6 and 7 (last
50). Comparing results, we found that O'uRluR = 7.43%
(Monte Carlo) was much larger than (3.12 ± 1.52)% (last

50), and all other "last 50" values greatly underestimated
the true parameter uncertainty. We hypothesized that pa
rameter estimates obtained as a function of trial number
were correlated, and this led to the underestimation.

We were interested in the range of experimental stan
dard deviations that might be obtained, and we studied
this in simulations. In order to normalize for the number
oftrials performed, we created ratios from each repetition:
O'uRI( O'uR)fixed, O'ur l(O'urhixed' and O'EPO /(O'EPO)fixed' [Val
ues for (O'EPD)fixed were obtained using fixed results for
O'uR and O'ur in Equation AI4.] In Figure 6, histograms
were plotted, and 95% of values were below calculated
thresholds of 1.11 for both O'uRI(O'uR)fixed and O'ur l(O'ur)fixed
and 1.08 for O"EPo/(O'EPD)fixed'

Human Subject Experiments
In Figure 7, data from an adaptive reference/test ex

periment with 1 subject were plotted. Intervals <R>, <T>,
and <R/T> were identified, and the 100 trials on the UR

curve consisted of the 50 initial reference trials plus the
50 trials alternated with test. Over the last 50 trials, the con
trast for reference was adapted between 0.018 and 0.02
and linked to the contrast for the test display. The test
dose adapted between roughly 1.3 and 1.5 Q/acq. The
final test dose gave EPD = 1.33 ± 0.27 Q/acq. Correcting
for frame rate, this gave a per-minute dose saving of33%
for a pulsed-IS display. Response time data showed sig-
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Figure 5. Coefficients of variation from Monte Carlo simulations are plotted as
a function of trial number: uuRluR (a), UuT1uT (b), uclC (c), and uEPD/EPD (d).
Data (final values) are from the same 1,000 repetitions as those in Figure 4.

nificant overlap (Figures 7e and 7f). Mean response
times computed over the last 50 values (11.5 ± 5.4 sec for
reference and 14.0 ± 5.7 sec for test) were not statistically
different (Student t test at a .05 significance level).

In this interspersed experiment, subject attention and
accuracy criteria should be the same for both reference
and test presentations. There are many reasons to believe
that this will allow improved comparisons of measure
ments. To quantitatively investigate the improvement and
to compare measurement standard errors with theory, we
repeated the reference/test experiment on several days.
These data allow us to compare the variability of inter
spersed measurements with the variability from differ
ent days.

The reproducibility ofa subject was investigated over
five experiments on different days (Figure 8). Although
all data were reasonably stable at the end of 100 trials,
there was considerable variation from 1 day to the next.
Forexample, with regard to uR, the Day 1estimate (181.4 ±
13.2) was much greater than that on Day 2 (149.5 ± 10.5).
Not only was there no overlap offinal estimates, but there
was virtually no overlap ofuncertainties over the most of
100 trials. Rather than using such absolute values, we pre
fer to compare interspersed measurements using a ratio
such as (UR/Ur)2. In the next paragraph, we quantitatively
examine the advantage of comparing measurements from
the same session.

Further analysis of the data from Figure 8 is shown in
Figure 9. From final maximum-likelihood estimates on

5 days, means and standard deviations were uR = 180.2 ±
17.7, ur = 143.2 ± 6.4, and EPD = (1.59 ± 0.21) Q/acq
(Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c). Coefficients of variation were
9.8%,4.5%, and 13%, respectively, and values for urand
EPD were less than predicted by theory and simulation
(Table 1). We also investigated the range of EPD values
obtained by all other possible pairings ofur and uR mea
surements from different days. Using Equation 1 for
both adaptive contrast and adaptive dose with the same
contrast and d go% , one obtains EPD = (UR/Ur)2. Over

Table 1
Various Coefficients of Variation From Simulated Data

Monte Single
Carlo Fixed Repetition Last 50

Variable 100% 100% 100% SD 100% SD

(juR1uR 7.43 7.06 7.30 0.22 3.12 1.52
(je1e 739 7.30 0.22 3.10 1.31
(jur1ur 7.34 7.06 7.27 0.31 3.10 1.39
(jEPo/EPD 21.12 20.62 0.42 9.01 4.43

Note-In the second column (Monte Carlo), coefficients of variation
and means are computed directly from the 1,000 Monte Carlo repeti
tions. In the third column (Fixed), values for a nonadaptive, fixed ex
periment are computed (Equation AII). In the fourth and fifth columns
(Single Repetition), coefficients of variation are computed from each
Monte Carlo repetition using the theory developed in Appendix A. Be
cause this is computed for each repetition, a coefficient of variation
over the 1,000 repetitions is calculated. In the sixth and seventh col
umns (last 50), values are computed over the last 50 estimates for each
repetition. Once again, coefficients of variation are computed over the
1,000 repetitions.
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DISCUSSION

ferent days (1.14 Q/acq) was double that for the inter
spersed reference/test pairings (0.52 Q/acq). The mini
mum to maximum range was three times.

Wewere also interested in differences in response times
between reference (pulsed-30) and test (pulsed-l 5). Once
again, we evaluated the interspersed methodology by
comparing day-to-day variations with those from paired
reference/test presentations. Response times were aver
aged over the last 50 trials for reference and test on 5 dif
ferent days and plotted in Figure lOa. In all cases, bars
for test were sliPerception & Psychophysicsghtly higher
than those for reference, indicating that the subject took
slightly longer to respond for test. Even for this most ex
perienced subject, there was significant variation of re
sponse times from 1 day to the next. To effectively reduce
the effect of this variation, we computed ratios of re
sponse times for test over reference (Figure lOb). In this
figure, all bars were above 1. Combining data, the average
was 1.17 ± 0.10, a value which is almost 2 SDs above 1.0,
the value for no effect. When we created the 20 other pair
ings from data on different days, the variation in the ratio
was significantly increased (Figure 1Oc), and the average
was 1.21 ± 0.35. Although the average was close to the
previous value in Figure lOb, the standard deviation was
increased 3.5 times. An F test indicated a significant dif
ference between the variances in Figures lOb and 10c
(.025 significance level). In the case of the reference/test
pairs of response times, we found an increase with test
(pulsed-I 5) that was virtually obscured in the day-to-day
variations.

To facilitate comparisons with simulations, experi
mental results from Subject B are listed in Table 2. Data
include EPD, detectability values (e.g., UR), coefficients
of variation of U (e.g., C1uR /uR)' and standard deviations
normalized by the fixed standard deviation [e.g., C1uR/
(uR)fixed]' All experimentally determined standard devi
ations were calculated using the single repetition method.
We were particularly interested in comparisons between
experimental standard deviations and those from fixed
in the 4th, 7th, and l Oth columns. Values were all close
to 1, and the largest value was 1.04. Standard deviation ra
tios for EPD in column 10 were all remarkably close to
1.0. All results agreed favorably with the simulated dis
tributions in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. For each Monte Carlo repetition, a single repetition
standard deviation is computed and normalized by the theoretical
expectation for a fixed presentation of 100 trials: uuRI(uuR)fi.ed
(a), uuTI(uuT)fi.ed (b), and UEPD/(uEPD)fi.ed (c). These are histo
grams and the vertical axis is the number in a bin. The bin size is
0.005 and the total number of repetitions is 1,000.
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the 20 new pairings, EPD values ranged from less than 1
to greater than 2 Q/acq, and we computed EPD = 1.60 ±
0.33 Q/acq (Figure 9d). The standard deviation from
pairings on different days (0.33 Q/acq) was approx
imately 50% greater than that from the interspersed data
(0.21 Q/acq). However, for these limited number ofdata,
an F test did not show a significant difference between
the standard deviations (.05 significance level).

Subject B was the most experienced subject. When the
above analysis was done on a subject with less training
(Subject C), the standard deviation from pairings on dif-

There are several advantages ofthe adaptive reference/
test technique. First, interspersing reference and test pre
sentations reduces the influence of extraneous experi
mental variables such as subject fatigue, attention level,
and possible day-to- day physiologic variability. We, as
well as others (Hall, 1981; Madigan & Williams, 1987),
think there is sometimes variation over the course of a
single experiment. By alternating presentations within an
interval of seconds, we reduced the uncertainty of EPD
(Figure 9) and ratio ofresponse times (Figure 10) and ob
tained more reliable experimental results. Second, by
making experiments adaptive, we saved considerable time
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were computed over the last 50 data points. Subject A.

trying to optimize experimental parameters for multiple
subjects, instead molding the experiment to individual dif
ferences. Third, because we operated at a fixed probabil
ity correct for both reference and test, we eliminated a
potential experimental variable. That is, EPD may de
pend upon the noise level and the probability correct,
and a model with internal noise (Aufrichtig, Thomas,
et aI., 1994) demonstrates such a dependence. Fourth,

because the probability correct is set, one can avoid a fixed
forced-choice experiment at a low or a high probability
correct. At a low or high probability correct, subjects can
become bored, and one mistaken result due to inattention
can greatly affect a detectability estimate (Burgess, 1995).
Fifth, we eliminated the need to determine EPD graphi
cally using an interpolation model (Aufrichtig, Thomas,
et aI., 1994; Wilson, Xue, & Aufrichtig, 1994a, 1994b).

Table 2
Measurements From Subject B

Day uR auRluR auRI( auRhixed u r aurlur auTI( auT)f;xed EPD aEPO/EPD aEPo/(aEPO)f;xed

1 181.41 7.27% 1.03 144.49 7.12% 1.01 1.58 20.35% 1.02
2 149.51 7.05% 1.00 133.55 7.01% 0.99 1.27 19.87% 1.00
3 188.87 7.05% 1.00 151.03 7.16% 1.01 1.57 20.10% 1.01
4 193.42 7.35% 1.04 145.27 7.08% 1.00 1.78 20.42% 1.02
5 187.68 7.09% 1.00 141.75 7.02% 0.99 1.77 19.95% 1.00

Note-Of particular interest are the ratios of experimental standard deviations to those from fixed-that is, auRI(auR)fixed'
auTI(aur)fixed' and aEPo/(aEPD)fixed' Values are all close to I, and the largest value is 1.04.
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Figure 9. Further analysis of estimates from Figure 8. The "R' "T' and equivalent
perception dose (EPD) estimates are plotted for ailS days in (a), (b), and (c), respec
tively. In (d), all of the other 20 possible pairings ofdata on different days are used to
compute EPD values. In each panel, means and standard deviations are plotted as
solid and dashed horizontal lines, respectively. Subject B.

An interpolation model may be incorrect, and graphical
analyses complicate the determination of parameter un
certainties. Sixth, the M-AFC method eliminates the
subjectivity present in other paradigms and measures
true detectability. Seventh, a comparison measurement
should also reduce the effect of any bias toward certain
positions in the display, a concern in conventional exper
iments (Blackwell, 1963; Swensson & Judy, 1996).

There is an advantage to running reference and test ex
periments concurrently with a linked contrast experimen
tal variable. Our goal was to obtain the equivalent percep
tion dose, and this required that we perform measurements
at the same object contrast. Obviously, we could have per
formed reference first and then run test at the same con
trast. However, since reference is adaptive, it has a history
of changing contrast values. It is preferable to use this
same sequence of contrast values when making the test
measurement, as in our concurrent measurement. A sim
ilar argument exists with regard to response times.

All of these attributes combine to give the single most
useful aspect of the method. We can pose a question, run
a single l-h experiment on a single subject, and answer
the question with considerable confidence.

The method applies to many ofour experiments in x
ray fluoroscopy. For example, we use the reference/test
method to evaluate new acquisition (Xue & Wilson, 1996)
and image processing (Wilson, Jabri, Xue, & Aufrichtig,
1996) methods. There are numerous similar applications

in medical imaging (Wagner & Brown, 1985) and image
compression (Hearty, 1993). Many other applications
exist in perception. For example, it is desirable to test
contrast sensitivity with sine wave presentations and
compare results with those from a more complex test like
detection and recognition of letters of the alphabet
(Gilmore, Thomas, Klitz, Persanyi, & Tomsak, 1996).
Using our method, one can present sine waves and adap
tively vary contrast to obtain a threshold at a constant
proportion correct, typically 80%. One can also present
letters, adaptively vary the contrast, and obtain a contrast
threshold. By alternating presentations, one can ensure
that the attention level of the subject is comparable in
both tasks. The two display types can be presented inde
pendently ofeach other, or the most recent contrast from
the contrast sensitivity test can be used to adjust contrast
for the letter presentation. With this linking of variables,
experiment time can be saved, a particularly important
issue in a clinical test with patients.

Detectability Estimates
Many relate d'experimental values to models of signal

to-noise-ratio (SNR) that depend upon experimental pa
rameters such as contrast, object size, and background
(Aufrichtig, Thomas, et aI., 1994; Burgess, 1994, 1995;
Burgess, Wagner, Jennings, & Barlow, 1981; Rolland &
Barrett, 1992). With some independent variables fixed,
many, but not all, models give the general form of Equa-
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Figure 10. Response times measured from the data in Figure 8. Reference and test
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gives the average ratio and standard deviation. Figure 10c shows 20 other response
time ratios obtained by pairing data on different days. Comparison of average bars in
Figures 10c and lOb reveal a large day-to-day variation that is reduced by interspersed
presentations. Subject B.

tion I (see Appendix A). However, the method does not de
pend upon the accuracy of Equation I. Equation I is used
to compute the next experimental value in the adaptive
method. As such, it needs to be applicable only over a local
operating range. In the case of EPD measurements, no
model assumption is required. In other cases, it is desirable
to obtain absolute detectability, d', as a function of inde
pendent experimental variables in order to compare to the
ories ofSNR (Burgess, 1995). For example, it is very pop
ular to measure absolute detectability as a function of
contrast. Running multiple adaptive experiments at con
stant dose, or noise, one can obtain d' as a function ofcon-

trast. Measurement variance can be shown on the contrast
variable or propagated to the d' output.

In the case of an adaptive method, contrast or dose is
varied, and the method does not operate at the exact min
imum of the variance curve (Figure 3). Although an in
creased uncertainty is anticipated, Monte Carlo data in
Table I and human subject data in Table 2 show that adap
tation only slightly increases parameter uncertainty as
compared with a nonadaptive (fixed) experiment at an
optimal value.

As described by Maloney (1990), confidence intervals
do not always follow theoretical distributions when one



is using small numbers oftrials and adaptive experiments,
and a solution is to use bootstrapping techniques. Because
of the computationally demanding psychometric func
tion, bootstrapping is currently impractical for analysis of
our experiments. The methods described in Appendix A
and labeled (Single Repetition in Table 1) are more prac
tical and appear to be quite adequate.

We are interested in using experimentally measured
variances to improve the technique. One idea is to apply
a variance threshold to reject experiments due to subject
variability. Another is to use the variance measure as a
stopping criterion. A third is to do outlier rejection to re
fine estimates. From simulations, the distribution of stan
dard deviation ratios is very tightly distributed near 1.0,
and one can easily calculate 95% thresholds (Figure 6).
Experimentally measured standard deviations tend to
agree with simulated values (Table 2).

Using Monte Carlo methods, some compute efficiency
for adaptive methods. Efficiency is effectively the inverse
ratio of the adaptively measured parameter variance at a
target probability to that obtained from idealized experi
ments fixed at a target probability. Taylor (1967) reported
the efficiency of a PEST method to be 40%-50%. Hall
(1981) reported an efficiency of 77% for a 4-AFC condi
tion over 200 trials using a hybrid method. Watson and
Pelli (1983) reported efficiency of a QUEST method as
high as 84% after 128 trials for a 2-AFC condition. From
data in Table 1, we computed efficiencies as the ratio of
the fixed variance to the Monte Carlo variance. For 100 tri
als ofa 9-AFC experiment, we calculated u efficiencies of
90% [= (7.0617.43)2] and 93% [= (7.0617.34)2] for refer
ence and test, respectively. Although one should compare
the same number of trials and an identical number of
choices (e.g., a 9-AFC), we are pleased that these values
agree favorably with previous reports. One potential rea
son for the slightly improved efficiency as compared with
that ofWatson and Pelli is that continuously variable rather
than discretely valued presentations were used.

Others emphasizing fast estimation and fewer trials
have been concerned about bias with adaptive methods
(Emerson, 1986; King-Smith et aI., 1994; Madigan &
Williams, 1987; Simpson, 1989). For example, Emerson
(1986) showed that a Bayesian method had less bias than
a maximum-likelihood method with a fixed initial value,
but after 50 trials, both estimates were very close to true
values. We clipped initial contrasts in order to eliminate
initial wild-point presentations and used a minimum of
100 trials. In this case, final estimates in Monte Carlo
model-to-model tests were very close to true values. In
addition, there was no correlation of the final estimates
with initial values.

Response Times
With regard to absolute response time measurements,

several potential complications (Luce, 1986) are reduced
in the case of our comparison experiments. Most impor
tantly, in any perception task one can normally trade off
accuracy for the time to complete the task. Some measure
this and call it the "speed-accuracy tradeoff function"
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(Luce, 1986). This measurement necessarily requires sig
nificant experiment time, so others try to hold constant
the accuracy criterion through instructions, information
feedback, and data selection. Luce (1986, p. 57) has sug
gested that "there are reasons to doubt the actual success
of this practice." We use instructions and information
feedback (a computer beep) and compare reference and
test measurements presumably taken under the same ac
curacy criterion. Note that we urge subjects to be accu
rate, and the resulting average response times are in the
ceiling region of the speed-accuracy tradeoff function,
where a change in response time should not greatly affect
accuracy (Luce, 1986; Xue & Wilson, 1996). Hence, de
tectability measurements should be quite valid. How
ever, in this region, a wide range of response times will
probably give the same accuracy. Therefore, we do not
examine absolute response times; instead, we examine
relative differences between reference and test presenta
tions. Luce also pointed out that motivational variables,
of which attention is a prime example, complicate all of
the traditional response time experiments. Some believe
that attention affects the sensory mechanism as well as
the decision mechanism (Kahneman, 1973). By running
experiments concurrently, our response time comparisons
are made at the same attention level.

In the Results section, we compared response time and
EPD ratios from concurrent measurements with those
from different days. The variance obtained with concurrent
measurements was reduced, indicating that the reference/
test method successfully reduces the effect of some ofthe
experimental complications discussed above. One might
hypothesize an increased response time variance from an
adaptive method that presents variable contrast or dose
values to the subject. However, this cannot be a signifi
cant effect because contrast or dose changed very little
during the last 50 presentations, when response times
were measured (Figure 7).

As advocated by Luce (1986), if one is particularly in
terested in absolute response times, one should measure
the speed-accuracy tradeoff function. Typically, the av
erage response time is varied by giving the subject vari
ous deadlines, and the accuracy is measured. An adaptive
method is unsuitable because contrast is varied to give the
same probability correct. To measure the speed-accuracy
tradeoff, one needs a constant difficulty of detection.
Given the difficulties in measuring absolute response
times, we recommend that the adaptive method only be
used for comparison measurements of response times.

Method and Potential Improvements
Experiments with image sequences impose severe com

putational and storage needs. In our experiments, image
sequences have been displayed from computer memory,
and sequence length is limited only by the quantity of
relatively inexpensive RAM. The computer is suffi
ciently fast to create new, randomized noisy frames be
tween display trials. Continuously valued contrasts and
dose values are used rather than precomputed stimuli at
discrete levels. We use a relatively complex psychomet-
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ric function that requires numerical integration and has
therefore not been used previously in adaptive methods.
Stored look-up table values speed the computation suf
ficiently to compute parameter estimates on the fly.
Other, simpler, psychometric functions such as the logis
tic function (Hall, 1981; Pentland, 1980; Simpson, 1989;
Taylor, 1967) and the Weibull function (King-Smith
et aI., 1994; Watson & Pelli, 1983) are even faster to com
pute. The threshold theory by Blackwell (1963) provides
yet another alternative. As argued previously, because
the adaptive method uses small perturbations of the stim
ulus, the choice of a psychometric function is probably
unimportant. We performed a numerical Monte Carlo
experiment to verify model independence of EPD. We
used Equation I, d' = uCDY2, and EPD = 1.5 to gener
ate "observer" data for both reference and test, and other
models to estimate parameters and drive adaptation. The
general form of the latter models was d' = u(uCDY2)n
where n controls the slope at the operating point and its
value is between 1.0 and 2.0 (Pelli, 1985). Despite this
modeling error, the program gave a correct final EPD
value. There was, however, a very small effect of model
ing error on the convergence rate.

Nine rather than fewer alternatives are used because
parameter uncertainty is reduced (Figure 3). A disad
vantage is that it takes longer for one to visually scan all
possible locations. Considering the number of trials to
achieve an uncertainty, and the time per trial, it is possi
ble to optimize M in an M-AFC for the minimum total
experiment time (Burgess, 1995). In our experiments with
image sequences, the time to prepare a presentation is
sufficiently long that reducing the number ofalternatives
will not greatly reduce experiment time. Another advan
tage of a 9-AFC as compared to a 4-AFC is that the uncer
tainty curve is flatter (Figure 3). Since the adaptive method
varies contrast, or dose, about an operating point, a flat
ter curve should ensure more optimal results.

There are some potential improvements. A Bayesian
method may reduce the number of presentations (Wat
son & Pelli, 1983), and this modification may be added
after gaining more experience. As suggested by King
Smith et al. (1994), for adaptation, the mean ofthe prob
ability density function may be better than the maximum
likelihood estimate. For untrained subjects and/or patients,
one might add wild-point editing using robust maximum
likelihood estimation techniques. It is desirable to use an
experiment termination rule based upon experimental
data, and a confidence interval is a good candidate. Some
purposely impose small deviations in the stimulus variable
in order to vary the task for the subject (Watson & Pelli,
1983). We want to ensure a constant, high-performance
level. In addition to the computer beep feedback, one
might give a target u value to subjects.

Preliminary Experimental Results
Preliminary adaptive experiments confirm our previ

ous reports ofdose savings with pulsed fluoroscopy (Auf
richtig, Xue, et aI., 1994). Although dose savings depend
upon the subject, for the 1 experienced subject studied in-

tensively here, we found a 20% dose savings for pulsed
15. For a disk ofsimilar size, average results reported pre
viously were 23% (Aufrichtig, Xue, et al., 1994).

To date, we have measured dose savings from an EPD.
However, clinical X-ray dose also depends upon the time
taken for a procedure. Although this is a clinical practice
issue, one can begin to study it using subject response
times (Whiting et aI., 1994). The interspersed reference/
test method allows one to compare reference and test re
sponse times because it reduces the effect ofsuch factors
as training and fatigue and matches contrast and proba
bility correct. Currently, we are analyzing response times
in more detail.
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where d', a detectability index, is the distance between the means
ofthe two overlapping distributions as normalized by the stan
dard deviation. The index is a decision-variable signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and d' is often compared to various theoretical for
mulations that relate independent variables such as object size,
background, and contrast to observer SNR (Burgess, 1995). For
our adaptive technique, we use an approximate model that needs
to be applicable over a small operating range. We assume that
d' is proportional to the image contrast-to-noise ratio, Clan'
where C is the contrast of the object as compared with back
ground and an is the standard deviation ofthe display noise. The
Rose (1973) model for a disk and the ideal observer model for
a given object both have this form (Wagner & Brown, 1985). In
an X-ray system that maintains a constant gray level, a; is in
versely related to the number of X-ray quanta and hence X-ray
dose, D (Aufrichtig, Xue, et al., 1994), and we have

d' = uCVD, (AI)

where u is a detectability parameter to be determined.
One can derive the probability of a correct choice, p(d') in

an M-alternative, forced choice (M-AFC) experiment (Equa
tion A15, in of Ohara et al., 1989), and the result is

p(d') = r [l1>(f)t-I_I_exp(_(d'-f)2)dt, (A2)
~ ~ 2

where l1>(t) is the cumulative Gaussian distribution.
Using notation similar to that found in Appendix B of Ohara

et aI. (1989), at each value of the continuous variable contrast,
Ck, we assume that nk = I for a correct response or nk = 0 for an
incorrect response, where k = I, ... , K and K is the number of
trials. If each decision is independent, the probability ofgetting
a value nk at the kth trial with contrast Ck and dose Dk is

probra, = nk) = p;:'(1-pk)l-n" (A3)

where pk = p(dk). This binomial distribution has only two val
ues: prob(nk = I) = Pkand probta, = 0) = 1- Pk. Considering
all previous K trials, the probability of the data set given u is
obtained:

prob(data set Iu)= proben I = n I'"'' n k = n k, .. ·, n K=nK Iu)

K-II n'(I_ )l-n,- Pk Pk .
k=l
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(A6)

Taking logarithms, we get a log-likelihood function:

K

LL(u) = I,[nk 10g(Pk)+(I-nk)log(l- Pk)]' (A5)
k=1

An optimal u is obtained by maximizing this nonlinear function
using an iterative optimization algorithm.

Dropping higher order terms, we can use standard error propaga
tion equations (Bevington, 1969; Taylor, 1971). Using Equations
A 1 and A6, we obtain the variance for a forced-choice trial:

Parameter Uncertainties
Burgess (1995) described a method for determining the un

certainty in an M-AFC experiment with a fixed stimulus, and
this is now extended to an adaptive reference/test experiment.
For a trial k, the response is binomially distributed (Equation A3),
and the variance is given below:

(object)

(no object)

}exp(- (d' - t)2 J,
'i2rr 2

Estimation of Detectability
To analyze experiments, we use a popular signal detection

model (Burgess, 1995; Elliott, 1964), and we closely follow the
derivation given by Ohara et al. (1989). The model hypothe
sizes that visual sensory inputs are converted to a single, con
tinuous decision variable internal to the observer, with Gauss
ian probability density functions for the cases "object present"
and "no object present." The density functions are

1 ((2)c--exp --
-V2rr 2

and
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(AI4)

In the case of a linked EPD experiment, dose uncertainty is a
function ofCK and uD, variances. Assuming independence ofthe
two variances, standard error propagation techniques (Beving
ton, 1969) and Equation AI2 are used to obtain the working
equation:

(A8)

where the derivative is obtained from Equation A2:

dP: = r [cI>(t)]M-l (t-d~) exp(- (t-d~)2 )dt.
M k - ~ 2

For all K adaptive trials, the variance of v« is given below:

= __1_= __------'--,--------:--:-
K 1
I-2
k=l a

Uk

(A9) The careful reader will notice that we estimate contrast and dose
based on u values from the previous trial. Hence, for a com
puter algorithm, we might modify equations after Equation All
in such a way that contrast and dose are at step (K + 1) and u is
from step K, where K is 100 in most experiments.

Several uncertainty relations are now developed for adaptive
forced-choice procedures after K trials. For the case ofadaptive
contrast and fixed dose, Equation Al can be rearranged as

For this limiting case, using Equations Al and AID, we obtain a
coefficient of variation, au /uK' and find it equal to an expres
sion for ad;/dK,previouslyreported by Burgess (1995).

Adaptive Contrast Algorithm
During the experiment, contrast is adjusted so as to maintain

a constant 80% probability of correct detection. Using Equa
tion A2, an 80% probability correct gives dso% = 2.405. The
80% value is purposely close to the minimum variance obtained
at 87% (see Results section).

Figure B I contains pseudocode describing the adaptive
contrast algorithm, and we use some of the variable and func
tion names in the following description. In the main loop, noise
data previously stored in files containing over 2 million floating
point noise values are loaded into a large I-dimensional array,
noise. As described later, these noise values are used to create
image frames in the function create_image_sequence. Another
function, adaptivejcontrast, performs the adaptive process, and
we typically initiate it with a constant, dose, an initial contrast,
contrast, and a maximum number oftrials, maxtrial. The entire
image sequence is constructed in RAM and then displayed to
the subject. At the end of every frame, the program checks for
user inputs and terminates the display on a user mouse click.

Using the mouse on a graphical display, the subject identifies
the position where he/she thinks the object is located. The pro
gram determines whether the response correctly identifies the
position of the object and logs the result in Correct as true or
false. If the response is correct, the program also beeps to reward
the subject. (We find that the beep is one way to maintain subject
attention.) The program stores results in an array, ResponseData,
consisting oftriplets ofvalues (dose, contrast, correct) for each
previous response. Maximum-likelihood estimates of detect
ability u are obtained using a nonlinear optimization routine,
Brentjoptimization, The uncertainty uVar is also calculated
using U and data recorded in ResponseData. Next, applying
Equation I for an 80% probability correct, we calculate the
contrast for the next trial. In the first few (approximately five)
trials, contrast often varies significantly. To dampen fluctuations,
the contrast for a new trial is limited to double or half the pre
vious value. The loop is repeated using the new contrast value.
In each loop, a new maximum-likelihood estimate of detect
ability U is obtained using all previous responses. The experi
ment terminates when the maximum number oftrials is reached,
the operator terminates the experiment, or detectability variance

APPENDIXB
Computer Programs

We now describe an adaptive-contrast, 9-AFC method, and
then outline our changes for the adaptive-dose method. In the
next section, we describe the linked reference/test technique.

(AID)

(All)

(AI2)

(AI3)

p(l-p)

Kd' (dP )2
K dd'

p(l-p)

Kd' (dP)2
K dd'

We obtain the maximum-likelihood estimate ofUK using all pre
vious responses at various C and D values and calculate a;K using
Equations AI, A8, and A9.

For the nonadaptive, fixed case, Cr, Dk , andp, are constants.
We remove k and the variance is simplified:

2
ad"
d'i .

C
_ d~O%

K-
U

CK
-Ji5 '

where dso% is a constant for an 80% probability ofa correct re
sponse and D is a constant. Assuming that adaptive changes of
contrast do not affect the quality ofu estimates, the squared co
efficient ofvariation of the contrast is obtained:

In the case ofan adaptive-dose, fixed-contrast experiment, a new
dose value is computed from

d8~%
DK=~C2'

U DK K

and the squared coefficient of variation is given below:

2 (dDK)2
auo, ~

D2
K



uVar is less than a preset value. To date, we have used the first
stopping criterion, and experiments have contained 100-200
image sequence presentations. Using precomputed noise values,
the routine create_ image_sequence quickly creates new image
sequences.Zero-mean noise data are contained in an array,noise.
Each noise value is scaled to mimic the desired X-ray dose and
summed with another constant to create the desired brightness.
Noise values are created and stored in BackgroundNoise and
ObjectNoise. Note that in the case of adaptive contrast, back
ground noise values are created only once in an experiment since
dose, and hence the noise level, does not change. We carefully
ensure randomization. For instance, to create image background,
a value RandomStart is obtained from a random number gen
erator, and a pixel row of data starting at RandomStart is block
copied to the output frame. In the case ofthe object, noise values

Forced-Choice, Adaptive Contrast
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are copied on a pixel-by-pixel basis using RandomPixel as a
pointer into the array ObjectNoise. The entire image sequence is
created before exiting the routine.

We use Brent's iterative method (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky,
& Vetterling, 1988) to optimize the nonlinear log-likelihood
function (Equation AS). The function calculate Likelihood is
called many times during optimization by Brentjoptimization,
Note that the log-likelihood function normally requires repeated
numerical evaluation of Equation A2. To save time, we precom
pute 10g(Pk)and log(l-pk) in Equation AS as a function of d'
and store results in a look-up table (LUT). During the opti
mization procedure, we calculate d' from u, C, and D, and lin
early interpolate values from the LUT to compute the likelihood
function. (The LUT is very dense and linear interpolation does
not lead to significant errors. For 100 responses, we compared

begin main
constant Dose=I.O;
initialize Contrast;
read zero-mean noise from disk into a large real array Noise[];
u = adaptive contrastt l Ot), Contrast, Dose, Noise[]);
output curves of u, uVariance, and Contrast as a function of trial number;

end main

adaptive_contrast(MaxTrial, Contrast, Dose, Noise[])
repeat

create_image_sequence(Contrast, Dose, Noise[]);
display image sequence;
(Subject selects one of nine positions with a mouse.)
if subject chooses the disk position, then Correct = true, else Correct = false;
update ResponseData, a triplet (Contrast, Dose, Correct) containing all responses;
/* Brent iterative optimization routine calls a user-suppliedfunction, calculate likelihood. */
u = Brencoptimization(calculate_likelihood, ResponseData);
uVar = variance_estimate(ResponseData, u);
Contrast =2.405/(u*Dose 1/2 ); /* d' = 2.405 for 80% detectability. */

until (number of trials ~ MaxTrial OR variance is small OR operator terminates);
return;

function create_image_sequence(Contrast, Dose, Noise[])
create BackgroundNoise[] from Dose and Noise[]; /* Scale and offset appropriately. */
create ObjectNoise[] from Dose, Contrast, and Noise[]; /* Scale and offset appropriately. */
repeat

repeat /* Create background. */
get RandomStart using a random number generator;

blockcopy a pixel row from BackgroundNoise[] starting at RandomStart;
until the noisy image frame is filled;
repeat /* Copy over pixels to create the object. */

get RandomPixel using a random number generator;
copy a pixel from ObjectNoise at RandomPixel;

until the noisy object is filled;
until all frames are created;

return;

function calculate_likelihood(ResponseData)
calculate the log-likelihood function given all values in ResponseData;
/* Use a look-up table to calculate functions containing numerical integrals. */

return;

Figure 81. The forced-choice, adaptive-contrast algorithm is described in pseudocode. A convention is that function names contain
underscores (e.g., create_image_sequence) while variable names are concatenated, capitalized words (e.g., BackgroundNoise). The
variable, Contrast, is in bold because it is adapted to maintain an 80% probability of correct detection. (See text for details.)
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Forced-Choice, Adaptive Reference and Test

begin main
constant DoseReference = 1.0;
initialize ContrastReference;
initialize DoseTest;
read zero-mean noise from disk into a large real array Noise[];

/* Do 50 reference trials to obtain ContrastReference for 80% correct. */
uReference = adaptive_contrast(50, ContrastReference, DoseReference, Noise[]);

ContrastTest = ContrastReference;

/* Do 50 test trials to obtain DoseTest for 80% correct. */
uTest = adaptive_dose(50, ContrastTest, DoseTest, Noise[]);

repeat
/* Do a reference trial: create and display sequence, get subject response, */
/* estimate uReference, and compute new ContrastReference. */
uReference= adaptive_contrast(l, ContrastReference, DoseReference, Noise[]);

ContrastTest = ContrastReference;

/* Do a test trial: create and display sequence, get subject response, estimate uTest, */
/* and compute new DoseTest. */
uTest = adaptive_dose(l, ContrastTest, DoseTest, Noise[]);

until (maximum number of trials reached OR variance is small OR operator terminates);

output uReference, ContrastReference, uTest, and DoseTest as a function of trial number;
EquivalentPerceptionDose = DoseTest;

end main

Figure B.2. In the interspersed, forced-choice algorithm, the reference method (pulsed-30) and the test
method (pulsed-IS) are alternated. In the case of reference, dose is fixed at 1.0 Q/acq and contrast is adapted
to maintain the probability correct at 80%. In the case of test, the contrast is obtained from the last refer
ence display, and dose is adapted to maintain the probability correct at 80%. The final value of DoseTest is
the equivalent perception dose (EPD). (See text for detalls.)

u estimates from our fast interpolation technique with those from
direct calculation and found the error in u to be less than 0.01%.)

In our current experiments, the program has taken approxi
mately 5 sec to estimate parameters and create an image sequence
display consisting of 100 frames of384 X 384 pixels. Approx
imately 95% of this time is spent in create_image_sequence.

In the case of an adaptive-dose experiment, we fix contrast and
change dose. The algorithm is very similar except that each time
a new image sequence is created, the noise must be scaled appro
priately.It takes an additional 2 sec to update the image sequence.

Referenceffest Algorithm
To control for changes in subject attention, we intersperse

reference and test displays using the program described in Fig
ure B.2. Weare interested in dose, contrast, and u values for both
the reference and test methods. DoseReference is always set at
1.0 Q/acq, giving the nominal noise level described in the
Method section. We enter initial values for ContrastReference
and DoseTest, and the program updates values over the course
of the experiment. To refine the reference estimates, the adap
tive-contrast technique is used in initial trials (typically 50) to
get a good value of ContrastReference for 80% correct. We next

apply 50 test trials. In this case, we fix contrast at the last ref
erence value and adapt dose to find DoseTest for 80% correct.
The test display is linked to reference and always uses the same
contrast as in the previous reference presentation.

We now begin the main loop. The program calls adaptive_
contrast for a single iteration with ContrastReference and the
constant, DoseReference. Recall that this function creates an ap
propriate image sequence, gets the subject response from a mouse
input, computes a maximum-likelihood estimate ofuReference
using all previous responses, computes a new ContrastReference,
and returns control to the main loop. ContrastTest is equated to
ContrastReference to ensure that the test display has the same
contrast as the reference display. The program next calls adap
tive_dose for a single iteration. Upon return, we have new uTest
and DoseTest values. The program loops, alternating reference
and test displays. The method continues until the stopping cri
terion (normally a maximum number ofpresentations) is reached.
The final value of DoseTest is the EPD.

(Manuscript received July 11, 1995;
revision accepted for publication October 21, 1996.)


